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160a Sunday, February 3, 2013of short peptides by Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Our experimental characteriza-
tion of this system shows that expression of the short peptide transporter is reg-
ulated by the quality of the nitrogen source and the availability of peptides and
amino acids. The expression pattern is bimodal after induction with pure pep-
tides but not with mixed substrates suggesting that the system operates either as
a bistable or as a graded switch depending on the mode of induction. We also
have developed a mathematical model of the process and correlated our exper-
imental findings with a phase diagram of the domain of bistable short peptide
uptake based on the model.
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Numerous biological processes do not follow deterministic rules, i.e., geneti-
cally identical cells can display different phenotypes even in identical environ-
ments. Such processes involve what is termed cellular decision making,
where individual cells probabilistically make choices that determine their
fate. One view of cellular decision making is that stochastic noise present
in the biomolecular interaction networks responsible for the decisions is
a major factor in their probabilistic nature. Most previous work has been
focused on the intrinsic noise of these networks, but, especially for high
copy-number biomolecules, extrinsic noise is likely much more significant.
Here we present a theoretical study of switching in such networks and show
that extrinsic noise can not only lower (often by multiple orders of magnitude)
the escape time from a stable decision state, but can fundamentally change the
process of escape.
We first develop an analytical theory for studying how a simple self-regulating
gene, which is bistable with hi and low states, is affected by extrinsic noise.
Studying the system near bifurcation, we use Fokker-Planck and WKB theory
along with a novel formulation of the extrinsic noise to predict the deviation in
mean switching time due to the extrinsic noise. We use computational simula-
tions to validate our theory and then to study a more relevant biological system,
namely the lac genetic switch.
The white noise and weak, adiabatic noise regimes are well described by a bar-
rier-crossing model with corrections. In the strong, adiabatic noise regime,
however, extrinsic noise changes the behavior of stochastic switching. A large
contribution to switching in this regime originates from movement of the
dynamical system in parameter space, which changes the number and location
of fixed points. These results have implications for studying natural cellular
processes and for engineering complex genetic programs.
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Biological systems, from food webs to gene networks, are generally large and
governed by nonlinear interactions between their members. This complexity
often confounds any desired external modification to such a network. As an ex-
ample, consider the curing of a genetic disease. One would wish to change the
state of the genetic network, from diseased to healthy, by manipulation of
the key genes in the system. A model of the network is required to determine
the appropriate actions. Unfortunately, the functional form of the interactions,
their parameters, and even the connectivity of genetic networks are not often
known. Extracting such information from systems with hundreds of member
genes and thousands of interactions is not possible. In response to this
difficulty, we’ve developed an effective modeling methodology based on ex-
perimental data rather than inferred biochemical interactions. Here, we demon-
strate the usefulness of this approach on periodic networks by examining the
model’s description of a synthetic circadian gene network.
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The transcription apparatus (TA) detects the time-varying concentrations of
transcriptional activators and initiates mRNA transcripts at appropriate rates.
We propose a dynamic model to describe how the TA can dynamically
orchestrate reliable transcriptional response based on the general configura-
tions of TA. We argue that activators cycle rapidly in and out a relatively
stable clamp-like space between the Mediator complex and the enhancer.As a result, the activators’ concentration can be encoded by a temporal
occupancy rate which modulates the transcription. Furthermore, we build
a stochastic model which reproduces and reconciles several experimental ob-
servations. These indicate that regulated transcription likely shares the same
dynamic principles.
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The densely connected structure of protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks
reflects on the functional need of proteins to participate in different cellular pro-
cesses, either as subunits of larger complexes or on their own. However, PPIs
provide only a coarse view of the protein interactions in an organism. Here we
demonstrate that the more detailed interface interaction network (IIN) greatly
expands this view and provides insight both into underlying functional require-
ments and into general forces shaping the network topology. By using a se-
quence based computational model of interface binding, we find that the
much less connected structure of IINs, in contrast to the dense PPI networks,
arises at least in part from the competition between specific and nonspecific
binding. We show that IINs containing a minimal number of cliques (i.e., fully
connected subgraphs) have high specificity. In contrast, highly connected hubs
are tolerated both in PPI networks and IINs, resulting in long-tailed, power-law
type degree distributions. We test the predictions of our theoretical analysis
against the IIN of clathrin-mediated endocytosis, finding agreement for key
properties, such as the low abundance of clique motifs and higher abundance
of hub motifs. Understanding the challenges posed by certain network motifs
guides the functional interpretation of biological IINs, with unexpected motifs
indicating interesting behavior. With this insight we are able to identify regions
of the IIN where interface binding is under regulatory control or where binding
partners are distinct enough to exhibit sub-optimal but sufficient specificity to
function.
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Adaptation is one of the key functions for living organisms to properly operate
in complex internal and external signalling environments. A series of recent
studies demonstrated that robust adaptation is achievable through 3-node reg-
ulatory networks, such as Negative-Feedback-Loops (NFL) or Incoherent-
Feed-Forward-Loops (IFFL), that are intrinsically dissipative and must con-
sume energy to operate (e.g. to adapt). And the underlying thermodynamics
follows a trade-off relation that adaptation accuracy can be improved expo-
nentially by dissipating more energy within certain adaptation time. In this
work, however, we constructed a tree-like biochemical network that operates
at dynamic equilibrium. We showed that this network is also capable to pro-
vide robust and accurate adaptation. The tree-like network shares certain de-
grees of similarity with the NFL reaction network found in E. coli.
chemotaxis, yet with some distinct topological characteristics. We systemati-
cally analysed this tree-like network’s static (e.g. adaptation accuracy and op-
erating range) and dynamic (e.g. response magnitude and responding/adapting
speed) performances in the model parameter space. Our analyses indicate that
such network can maintain its function in a broad range of backgrounds and
perturbations. And because it is essentially comprised of the operator itself,
this network is more resistant to other intracellular defects (e.g. abnormal ex-
pression levels or ratios of participating enzymes). Therefore, it could act as
a safety net for living organisms to carry out vital physiological functions,
which is in line with the modal gating regulation of Ryanodine receptors
(RyRs) in Cardiac muscle cells that is implemented through this type of adap-
tive network.
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Polarization is a fundamental process required for directed cell migration, cell-
type specification, tissue development and asymmetrical division. The small
GTPase Rap1 is a well-known mediator of both mitogenic and adhesion
responses and has been identified as the primary regulator of neuronal and
T-cell polarization. To determine the role of Rap1 in T-cell polarity we have
